
Fast, fun and light. Just ride!





Lauf Forks makes ultra light, zero maintenance, 
suspension forks with superb small bump performance, 

and is unaffected by freezing temperatures - for XC 
hardtails, fatbikes, gravel bikes and CX bikes. 

Just Ride!



Fast, Light, Stiff.
Lauf forks are designed to maintain the lightness 
and reliability of rigid forks, while offering 
absorption and traction in small bumps that 
conventional suspension forks can’t match. 
The stiction and slow response of conventional 
suspension forks make them unable to keep up with 
high-speed input as brilliantly as the Lauf.

The leaves in the Lauf Spring System (LSS) are 
made of military-spec high-performance S2 glass 
fibers, which are shockingly flexible and very impact 
resistant. This same material has been used to 
armour tanks. We‘re so confident in our forks that 
we give a 5 year warranty on them. The springs of a 
Lauf fork are practically unbreakable!
It‘s also reassuring for you to know that the springs 
of a Lauf fork don‘t really care about temperatures, 
or any other environmental conditions for that 
matter (muddy/salty/sandy etc.). This keeps the Lauf 
performing flawlessly whether you find yourself in 
freezing Antarctica or scorching Sahara. 

The Lauf Spring System (LSS) is our patent pending 
technology, including Integrated Pocket Layup for 
maximal bonding strength and connection rigidity 
between the fork leaves and structure. The LSS 
system allows us to keep the unsprung parts as light 
as a leaf, at only 250-260grams (model dependent).

A Lauf fork does not require any maintenance, at all!

No Lockout Needed
On a conventional suspension fork you definitely 
need lockout. You need it because there is 
substantial energy loss in the suspension movement 
(i.e. friction and damping mechanism), therefore 
you want to block all suspension when you don’t 

desperately need it. This however puts you in the 
position of constantly evaluating if you should opt 
for suspension or energy efficiency. In many cases 
you end up carrying a hugely overweight “rigid 
fork” over the majority of a race. This is particularly 
true for most XC-Marathon races. 

A Lauf fork on the other hand doesn’t have friction 
or a damping mechanism. Making it energy efficient 
by the nature of its design, so it shouldn’t be 
lockable. This way it can filter out all those small 
bumps you frequently encounter, without wasting 
your energy! To keep the suspension from feeling 
bouncy we set the spring rate of Lauf forks fairly 
high (therefore only 60mm of travel are needed) so 
in most cases you won’t even notice that it’s moving 
at all. You’ll just notice how the surface feels a whole 
lot smoother.

Suspension Without Damping 
 

If you are riding a long stroke fork in rough 
AM riding, yes, then you want damping in your 
suspension. You need it to stay in control. You 
need the damping to effectively kill all the energy 
charged into the long stroke fork during the big 
hits of AM riding. However, with the relatively short 
suspension travel of a Lauf fork you are not charging 
that much energy into the suspension so that it 
needs to be absorbed (wasted) by damping in the 
rebound. Therefore there is no need for lockout 
and you can filter out all those small bumps you 
frequently encounter, without wasting your energy! 
You can both have this delicious cake and eat it!



Lauf Grit
700c up to 42mm and 
27.5” up to 2.1”

Lauf Trail Racer
27.5” up to 2.35” or
29” up to 2.35”

Lauf TR Boost
27.5+ up to 3.0” and
29” up to 2.5”

Lauf Carbonara
26” fat up to 4.8” and
29+ up to 3.0”

Road GravelCX XCXCM AMFat

LAUF GRIT

TRAIL RACER

TR BOOST

CARBONARA

Lauf Family Intended Use



The Lauf Grit is the perfect addition to any 
gravel bike - or to “gravel-up” any CX bike. 
It makes the bike more capable and more 
comfortable. While remaining light and 
lightning fast. Make your next adventure the 
most fun one yet. 

Lauf Grit on Open U.P. with WTB Horizon 27.5”x47mm - 8.7kg

LAUF GRIT 
For gravel bikes - and CX bikes.



Gudberg Bjornsson
Chief designer & Founder



Grind Away
The Lauf Grit cumulates what Lauf is all about - 
short travel and high performance small bump 
filtration combined with zero maintenance. The 
fork is designed around current CX and gravel bike 
geometries, with a rake of 47mm* and axle to crown 
of 409mm*. Fit the Grit and make your gravel- or CX 
bike more capable and comfortable.
With it’s 30mm travel the Lauf Grit has a down-
scaled and compact LSS (Lauf Spring System), 
making room for flatmount brakes and 160mm rotor. 
Put the Lauf Grit on for a more capable and worry 
free ride!

Lauf Grit Specs
Features
890g / 1.96lbs
30mm / 1.18” travel
Zero maintenance
Full composite
250g unsprung weight
Progressive spring rate
Geometry
Up to 700x42c or 27.5x2.1” tires
15x100mm or 12x100mm thru axle
47mm rake
min. 160mm rotor
409mm axle to crown (with 6mm sag accounted for, 77kg rider)

Tapered steerer (1-1/8 to 1-1/4”, delivered with adapter for 1-1/2” lowers)

*For maintained steering characteristics from a rigid 45mm/395mm setup. 

Made for 700c 

and 27.5 wheels.
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*For maintained steering characteristics from a rigid 45mm/395mm setup. 

Lauf Grit on Festka One - 6.5kg



Grab an adventure. Just ride. 



“By adding the Lauf fork to my bike, I 
immediately noticed my bike weighed 

less and had a more responsive ride, 
while still providing sufficient vibration 
control and big hit shock absorption.”

Gerry Pflug
Team Rare Disease Cycling

NUE, 3rd overall 2014.

Lance Nicholls
NUE overall winner 2015. 

“The Lauf on my Ibis Tranny works 
way better than the standard 100mm 

fork that came on it.”





The Lauf Trail Racer is made for cross-country 
marathon racing - ultra light with superb small 

bump performance. The TR Boost edition takes 
things  one step further by adding room for 

plus-sized tires and increased chassis stiffness.

LAUF Trail Racer
For XC hardtails.

Benedikt Skulason
CEO & Founder



Trail Racer or TR Boost
Our new TR Boost frok incorporates everything 
we’ve learned from the older Trail Racer forks 
over the last couple of years. The shape has been 
remodeled from the ground up to boost the overall 
performance. The bigger shape and wider hub 
spacing result in a much stiffer structure, both 
back/forth and laterally, so the fork handles more 
precisely and tracks even better. The TR Boost can 
also fit 27.5+ tires, making the ride more plush - and 
more capable.

LAUF TR Boost
Features

 1.000g / 2.20lbs
60mm / 2.35” travel

Zero maintenance
Full composite

260g unsprung weight
Progressive spring rate

Regular (+65kg) and Light (-70kg) springs

LAUF Trail Racer
Features

Geometry

 Sub 990g/2.18lbs (29”), 980g/2.16lbs (27.5”)
60mm / 2.35” travel

Zero maintenance
Full composite

260g unsprung weight
Progressive spring rate

Regular (+65kg) and Light (-70kg) springs

29” or 27.5” wheels
48mm (29”) or 45mm (27.5”) rake

15x100mm thru axle
min. 180mm rotor

max. tire width 2.35”
485mm (29”), 466mm (27.5”) axle to crown

Tapered (1-1/8 to 1-1/2”) steerer

Made for 29” 

and 27.5+ wheels.
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29” / 27.5+ tires
49mm rake

15x110mm thru axle
min. 180mm rotor

max. tire width 2.5” (29”) / 3” (27.5+) 
485mm axle to crown

Tapered (1-1/8 to 1-1/2”) steerer

Geometry



Trail Racer Light
For riders under 70kg / 154lbs

Trail Racer Regular
For riders over 65kg / 143lbs

RE
GULAR From

 65kg / 143lbs

LIG
HT Up to 70kg / 154lb

s

RE
GULAR From

 65kg / 143lbs

LIG
HT Up to 70kg / 154lb
s

Made for 29” 

and 27.5+ wheels.
Lauf Trail Racer on Specialized Stumpjumper WorldCup - 8.8 kg.



Lauf TR Boost on Open One+ with Schwalbe Rocket Ron 27.5x3.0” - 8.7kg

TR Boost for Plus-Sized. 





Bergur Benediktsson
Production Manager



The Lauf Carbonara is groomed for fatbikes - beefy 
yet lightweight. The short travel combined with 

large volume tires make the bike fun and agile in 
various conditions. And you don’t have to worry 

about weather related performance issues nor 
maintainance. Just ride!

LAUF CARBONARA 
For fatbikes.
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Intended UseFat, Fun, Light.
The Lauf Carbonara is the perfect match for a fatbike. 
The characteristics of the Carbonara keep the fatbike 
nimble and playful. Fitted with 4” tires it’s great for 
XC trail rippin’ and with some 4.8” shoes mounted it’s 
ready for your winter adventures. The rake of the Lauf 
Carbonara is 51mm and the Axle to Crown is 495mm 
- fits right onto your current rig.

Lauf Carbonara on Fatback Skookum with 45NRTH Dillinger and Hüsker Dü 26x4.0” - 12.2kg



LAUF Carbonara
Features

Geometry

 1.100g / 2.43lbs
60mm / 2.35” travel

Zero maintenance
Full composite

260g unsprung weight
Progressive spring rate

Regular (+80kg) and Light (-85kg) stiffness

150mm hub spacing
51mm rake

15mm thru axle
min. 180mm rotor

max. tire width 4.8”
495mm axle to crown

Tapered (1-1/8 to 1-1/2”) steerer

Made for 26” fat 

and 29+ wheels.



Johann Niels Baldursson
VP Sales & Marketing

Lauf Carbonara on Borealis Echo with Surly Bud 26x4.8” - 12.4kg



Our products have passed EN 
14766 and ISO 4210 safety 
testing for mountainbike forks. 
On top of that the forks have 
passed a more extensive test 
by EFBE in Germany. Or as 
EFBE puts it:

“I would rate this as an 
outstanding result that a lot 
of suspension forks - with 
more than twice the weight 
of yours - will not be able to 
match.”
Marcus Schröder, 
EFBE Prueftechnik GmbH 

We also do in-house fatigue 
tests of both springs and 
complete forks. That’s why we 
are able to warrant the Lauf 
Trail Racer for 5 years.

5
year 

warranty



DIG DEEP. JUST RIDE.



“It was the perfect suspension 
choice for the race which was 50 

miles of bumpy, muddy double 
track and gravel road, kept the 

tire tracking and when it was time 
to stand up and accelerate all I 
had to do was step on the gas. 

No lock out needed. “

Keck Baker
NUE Racer



Lauf Grit on Niner RLT  with WTB Nano 700x40c - 9.3 kg.



“The Grit is a super nice 
addition to any gravel bike.”

Barret James, 
Product Manager, Niner Bikes



“As a pro MTB’er I always need to improve and think new ways 
of doing things. The Lauf fork is simply a masterpiece of modern 
cycling technology! No maintenance, no problems!! Just ride!!”
Søren Nissen
iHus / Stevens Racing Team
Danish XCM Champion 2015 and UCI Roc d’Ardenne winner 2015.



The Lauf forks come in multiple standard color 
options and are all offered to OEM partners 
in custom colorways to match any frame or 

component color required. 



“What I love most about the Lauf 
fork is the fact that I stopped 

thinking about my suspension while 
riding it. Instead of thinking about 

whether I should lock/unlock my fork 
or replace it with a rigid fork I put all 

my focus on riding faster, while the 
Lauf fork absorbs the bumps.”

Ingvar Omarsson
Iceland’s National MTB Team & National 
MTB Champion of 2012, 2014 and 2015





Laufforks.com
sales@laufforks.com
development@laufforks.com

Benedikt Skulason
Founder & CEO

benedikt@laufforks.com

Bergur Benediktsson
Production Manager

bergur@laufforks.com

Gudberg Bjornsson
Founder & Chief Designer
gudberg@laufforks.com

Johann Baldursson
VP Sales & Marketing
johann@laufforks.com


